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Problem Statement: A Piece of Traffic Growth History 
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Evolution of Procedure Design criteria
Ground-Navaid, Complicated, Rigid 

paths, Non-standard, Manually flown: 
Analog World  

Satellite, Simple, Flexible paths, 
Standard shape, database-driven:

Digital World 



PBN specifies RNAV system performance i.e. accuracy, integrity, 
continuity, availability + functionality written up in:

Navigation specifications

Require on-board
performance monitoring

+ alerting

Designation RNP X Designation RNAV X 

This is the fundamentally 
difference to the RNP concept 

which stressed navigation 
accuracy and  ‘stopped’ at 

required performance. 

PBN

Do not require on-board
self contained performance 

monitoring + alerting

Enabler for airspace constraints solution



Navigation Database
RNAV/RNP (PBN) implementation requires onboard systems capable to 
retrieve the procedures from a navigation databases;  
Navigation database should be obtained from a qualified supplier that  
complies with RTCA DO-200A/EUROCAE ED-76A standard;
Letter of Acceptance type 1 issued by the appropriate regulatory authority:



ARINC 424 Worldwide Industry Standard

September 1973: First ARINC 424 Meeting

July 1975: First “Gray Cover” published

July 1976: ARINC 424-1

ARINC 424-3: First "Air Mass" Application

ARINC 424-4: Added Simulator Capability

ARINC 424-5: Added Computer FPL

ARINC 424-16: Added Path Point Record 

ARINC 424-17: Adopted April 30, 2004

ARINC 424-18: Ready for Adoption 
consideration Dec 2004

ARINC 424-19: Published Dec 19, 2008

ARINC 424-20: Published Dec 5, 2011 



ARINC 424 Database Structure: Hierarchy Concept



ARINC 424 Records 
ARINC Files can be composed of the ‘Standard’ records or ‘Standard’ and 
‘Tailored’ records (list below not complete). 

Section/Sub-Section codes



ARINC 424 Path & Terminators
‘Path/ Terminator’ Concept (23) permits coding of Terminal Procedures (no en-
route segments) and includes a two-character codes and data associated.   

1. Path – logically describes how the aircraft gets thru air to the Terminator 
(track, course, heading);

2. Terminator – is the event or condition (fix, altitude, distance, manual) that 
causes the system to switch to the next leg;

Twelve (12) P/T acceptable for RNAV    
procedure design 

Smaller sub-set of four (4) used for 
RNP AR applications i.e. IF, TF, RF, HM 

P/T leg behavior heavily dependent on the specific FMS implementation!  



ARINC 424 Procedure Coding Process



Considerations Procedure Tabular Description
The procedure designer should take some factors into considerations to ensure 

an unambiguous translation of the design intention into NavData: 



Ground and Flight Validation 
(quote from PANS-OPS)

Validation
Validation is the necessary final quality assurance step in the procedure design process, 
prior to publication. Validation normally consists of ground validation and flight validation. 
Ground validation shall always be undertaken.

Ground validation

Ground validation is a review of the entire instrument flight procedure package by a 
person(s) trained in procedure design and with appropriate knowledge of flight validation 
issues. It is meant to catch errors in criteria and documentation, and evaluate on the 
ground, to the extent possible, those elements that will be evaluated in a flight validation. 

Flight validation

Flight validation should be carried out as part of the initial certification and should also be 
included as part of the periodic quality assurance program as established by the individual 
States.



Navigation Database validation program

1. The Operator must identify the responsible manager for data uploading, 
establish process for accepting, verifying and loading into the aircraft;

2.   The Operator must validate each approach procedure before flying in IMC;
3.   As a minimum, the Operator must:

Compare the navigation data of the procedure to be loaded into FMS 
with the respective published procedure chart;
Validate the navdata of the loaded procedure, either on the flight 
simulator or in the actual aircraft under VMC. The depicted procedure 
on map display must be compared to the published procedure; 
The entire procedure must be flown to ensure fly-ability and eliminating 
any discrepancies/chart inconsistencies;

4.  Once the procedure is validated, a copy of the validated data shall be kept 
and maintained in order to be compared with subsequent data updates; 

Initial Data Validation



Navigation Database validation program

1. Before using data update on the aircraft, the Operator must compare the 
update with the validated data; 

2.  If there are significant changes, the Operator must validate the amended 
route in accordance with the steps described in the initial validation data 
process;

3.If an aircraft system is modified e.g. change/update of software, Operator is 
responsible for validation of the APV/Baro-VNAV approach with the navigation 
database and the modified system. The FMS vendor should confirm impact or 
no effect on path calculation (if no confirmation, initial validation may be 
performed).

Data Updating



Test Database (ref. ICAO Doc. 9901) 
PBN Procedures to be validated should be contained in the suitable navigation 
system i.e. FMS. The procedure may be on a “pre-production” tailored NavData 
Database file:

1.   Custom navigation database (preferred method) – most desirable because it will 
contain a normal operational DB & 
new official source coded IAPs;  

2. Electronic media – some PD tools output ARINC 424 coding of the final designed 
procedure that can be input (CRC driven) to commercial FMS; 

3. Entered manually – method should be  used sparingly and limited to LNAV only. As 
soon s available, coded procedure provided by an official DB supplier should be used 
to confirm appropriate coding prior to public use.  



Test Database: How the process works?

LoA type 1

LoA type 2



Test Database: Handling by FMS vendors

Note: Tailored codes database = tailored in content! 



Test Database: Lessons learned
The use of “T” as a multiple indicator for flight validation procedures:

When we coded the first few flight validation procedures we decided to add a “T” to distinguish the 
flight validation procedures.  For example: The LPV procedure for KDCA RNAV (GPS) RWY 33. 

Source was provided to Jeppesen as KDCA RNAV (GPS) T RWY 33. The procedure would be coded as 
R33-T. This would allow our system to include both the R33 (LNAV/VNAV) procedure and R33T 
(LPV/LNAV/VNAV).  After further evaluation and coordination many of the avionics manufacturers, it 
was determined that the T would not be a good solution for the flight validation procedures 
identification issues. The avionics systems packing software deletes procedure data associated with 
T suffix. Their  systems would delete the T procedures thinking that the T would be a TRUE runway 
procedure verses a T for TEST procedure. 

The use of “F” as a multiple indicator for flight validation procedure:
Source to be provided as KDCA RNAV GPS F RWY 33. Jeppesen will code the procedure as R33-F. This 
would allow our system to include both the R33 (LNAV/VNAV) procedure and  (LPV/LNAV/VNAV). 

Source to be provided as KDCA RNAV GPS F RWY 33. Jeppesen will code the procedure as R33-F. 
Additional LPV procedure with different  VNAV angle, the procedure identifier is KDCA RNAV (GPS) G 
RWY 33.  This would allow our system to include all three procedures to the same runway. Existing 
R33 (LNAV/VNAV), R33-F ( #1 LPV/LNAV/VNAV), and R33-G ( #2 LPV/LNAV/VNAV). 

For multiple flight validation procedures to the same runway, start 
with F and use subsequent letters (G, H, I …): 



FPD Solution: A comprehensive multi-step plan (I)



FPD Solution: A comprehensive multi-step plan (II)
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